Accelerating open source collaboration in financial services

Our mission is to move the entire financial services industry toward collaborative development of open source software, standards and best practices. Our corporate members are the companies moving with us. Whether you’re an international bank or an early-stage fintech, a FINOS membership can accelerate your path to open innovation. There are a wide range of benefits available at different levels of FINOS membership.

Our members are shaping the industry

**INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPERS**
**WHO:** Individuals passionate about open source in financial services

**WHY:** FINOS gives individuals a unique opportunity to showcase their talents, simplify their day jobs, grow their careers and work together to solve bigger industry problems.

**FINANCIAL SERVICES FIRM**
**WHO:** Large and small sell-side and buy-side firms who recognize the potential value of open source for the industry

**WHY:** FINOS helps financial services firms leverage open source to improve the tech landscape through improved talent acquisition and retention; cost reduction; better software time-to-market; reduced vendor lock-in; and collectively addressing industry-wide challenges.

**TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE COMPANIES**
**WHO:** Fintechs, tech companies, and consultants bringing expertise in open source, technology and financial services

**WHY:** A wide range of technology and service companies are a critical part of our FINOS member community, benefitting from increased visibility of the work they do to people who care, thought leadership opportunities, and engagement in industry innovation.

Benefits FINOS members enjoy:

**BRANDING AND NETWORKING:**
Representation on the FINOS board, premier positioning in FINOS announcements and materials, and unique member-only collaboration opportunities

**EVENTS:** Free access to the Open Source Strategy Forum and Member Meetings, co-hosting and presenting opportunities at numerous FINOS meetups and webinars as well as industry events

**DEDICATED MEMBERS SERVICES:**
Member success team supports individual member goals, from becoming “open source ready” to identifying and supporting a first project contribution, to becoming an open source leader

**LF MEMBER BENEFITS:**
Discounts at LF Events, extensive training & certification courses, dedicated activities for legal professionals involved in open source, and a range of tools providing insight into members’ LF activities
Become a FINOS member

We offer different levels of membership to suit the specific needs and resources of our member firms and their different levels of participation, profile and size.

**PLATINUM**
$200,000
Geared towards large investment and retail banks; asset, wealth and fund managers; and large tech companies. Includes appointing a member representative to the FINOS Governing Board.

**GOLD**
$50,000
Targeted at market data providers, large ISVs and SIs, technology partners and exchanges. Includes participation in elections for up to five members of the FINOS Governing Board.

**SILVER**
$10,000 - $30,000*
Suitable for startups, and small consulting firms with limited resources but an appetite to contribute. Includes participation in elections for one member of the FINOS Governing Board.

*Note: FINOS membership also requires companies to be a corporate member of the Linux Foundation (at any level). The pricing above is for FINOS membership only.

**ASSOCIATE**
No cost
Restricted to non-profits, government organizations, regulatory bodies, and academic institutions. Includes access to numerous member benefits but not representation on the board.

Note: $10,000 - less than 20 employees
$20,000 - 20-99 employees
$30,000 - 100 or more employees

---

Thank you to our current FINOS members

We are grateful for the support of our diverse group of members and are proud of what they achieve as, together, we shape the future of open source in financial services.

**PLATINUM MEMBERS**
- accenture
- citi
- GitHub
- Goldman Sachs
- J.P.Morgan
- Morgan Stanley
- NOMURA
- RBC
- UBS

**GOLD MEMBERS**
- CapitalOne
- HSBC
- IHS Markit
- intel
- Red Hat
- REFINITIV
- SUSE
- SYMPHONY
- Tradeweb
- WELLS FARGO
- wipro

**SILVER MEMBERS**
- Adaptive
- armory
- BNY MELLON
- CANONICAL
- Cloud9
- CloudBees
- Cadelink
- Cosaic
- databricks
- diffblue
- Digital Asset
- epam
- genesis
- GitLab
- GLUE42
- Itao
- SCOTT LOGIC

**ASSOCIATE MEMBERS**
- ar
data
- CRITACTR
- InterWork Alliance
- InnerSource Commons
- ISDA
- OpenUK

---
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